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Abstract
In therecent decade the growth of wireless networks demands for higher data-rates in transmission with minimum cost.
Various issues influences the performance of Wireless networks. One such factor is Network range and distance between
devices. The aim of this current research is, to develop innovative network solutions that decrease the cost per bit/s/Hz
over the wireless link. The cooperative communication is emerged as a promising solution.This article projects a detailed
study and exploration of existing research works on the performance of data transmission with respect to cooperative
communication protocols in wireless networks.In cooperative communication wireless networks the users or stations will
coordinate to achieve better performance gain, good coverage and better cooperative transmissions range. We put center
of attention on three cooperative communication scenarios are, cooperative communication to improve channel stability
via spatial diversity, cooperative communication to improve throughput via resource assembling, and cooperative
communication to realize faultless service condition.
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I. Introduction:
In the present day scenario, wireless local area
networks (WLAN) is an emerging sector in the
communication industry and research. Billions of
users are using the cellular technologies in the last
decade for multiple applications in day to day life,
both in developed and developing counties. In
current scenario it is observed by the
communication researchers and network engineers
WLAN is supplanting wired networks in the
communication industry.

It is always preferred that the performance of
WLAN to be reasonably good and efficient for end
to end communication. Some of the key issues
which affects the performance of the WLAN are:
Network Usage & Load, Network Range &
Distance between Devices, Wireless Signal
Restriction, Signal Sharing, Local Environment
Characteristics, Spectrum Channel Limitations,
Transmitter Power Limitations, etc. Various
strategies are adopted by wireless communication
engineers to improve the performance and data rate

of WLAN. However,Cooperative communication
protocols is considered to be a guaranteeing
technique for better performance, data rate, energy
efficiency to move forward in WLAN.

II. Exploration of the Resource Materials,
Existing protocols and Related Methods
Cooperative communication has appeared as an
encouraging technique for better reliability in a
wireless environment. In cooperative
communication, nearby relay(s) cooperate with the
transmitter-receiver pair to deliver multiple copies
of a packet to the receiver via independently fading
channels. Researchers are improving cooperative
caching techniques, where cache data will be
exchanged by systems and will be reused by all
systems in the network, thus increasing the overall
performance and reducing latency preferably in 4G
networks. The general architecture of a cooperative
communication system is shown in fig 1.
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Fig 1: Cooperative Communication

The cooperative communication works with a
concept of Multiple input-Multiple Output(MIMO)
by enhancing multiple antennas on a nodes for
better diversity[2]. The cooperative communication
give assorted qualities by for all intents and
purposes utilizing the transfers as steady radio wires
for the first transmission henceforth it's occasionally
called virtual MIMO. The cooperative
communication will enhance good performance
additions to the remote channel because of the way
that fading happens freely in every link[3].In the
topological design of communication network
structures, the important essential factor is
reliability of the network structures[5].

The cooperation for retransmitting copy of the
overhead packet to the destination,
theseneighboring nodes can be engaged. The
destination can recover a packet by combining these
packets, received from the source and neighboring
nodes. This reduces end-to-end propagation loss,

and improves coverage. At source the Cooperation
communication solution leads to interesting trade-
offs in code rates and transmission power. The
baseline power for transmission is for both the users
in cooperative communication than for single user
in normal transmission method. In the case of
trade-offs, one always insists for reduction in net
transmission power, given everything else to be
constant. The IEEE 802.11 protocol uses
CSMA/CA as a medium access protocol for
transmission for DCF mode[4]. In this mode before
transmission of packet it senses the channel for
avoiding collision. If one station want to send the
packet it senses for the freeness of channel before
actual transmission. The collision may occur even
after the channel is sensed to be free because not all
stations will hear the sense each other. The virtual
sensing method is employed for finding free
channel and to reserve channel timing for
transmission. These control frames information will
be transmitted to all the stations. The Zone based
Cooperative Routing Protocol (ZCRP) performs
better in terms of energy efficiency and stability as
compared to Chain based Cooperative Routing
Protocol [6].

The Proposed concept of cooperative
communication is to enhance link capacity,
transmission reliability and network coverage in
multiuser wireless communication networks.
Cooperative communication allows multiple users
or stations to coordinate among them for packet
transmissions and share each other’s resources, thus
achieving cooperative diversity or user cooperative
diversity [8]. The cooperative intelligent transport
system is required to security countermeasures
against vulnerability [7].

3. Protocols Analysis, Results and Discussions
The multi-rate IEEE 802.11 standards have shown
reduction in performance in the widely deployed
WLAN. As discussed earlier the cause for
performance of multi-rate WLAN is because of low
data rate nodes in the network.The above review
shows the IEEE 802.11 Medium Access Control
(MAC) protocol is the main motive for this
performance anomaly effect. However, it is
fundamentally important to design or improve these

MAC protocols to utilizeavailable resources and
provide reliable system performance, high data rate
and to enable WLANs to have use many different
application.

Wong et al [9] proposed a central control in the AP
for selecting relay nodes called Relay-based
Adaptive Auto Rate (RAAR) protocol. RAAR uses
two hop transmission by adjusting the transmission
rate dynamically.Zhu et al [10] presented the relay-
enabled Point Coordination Function (rPCF) MAC
protocol. The rPCF senses the channel condition for
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each node. The rPCF employs nearest node for
transmission of data in case of low data rate
station.Zhu et al [11,12] and Panwar [13, 14]
proposed independently two similar protocols called
relay-enabled Distributed Coordination Function
(rDCF) and Cooperative MAC (CoopMAC)
protocols, respectively. The rDCF and CoopMAC
works on the principle of distributed list. Each
station has a list of relay nodes which can be used
for transmission two hop between station and AP.
The rDCF request each station to broadcast the rate
of transmission between stations because of adhoc
nature of relaying.Whereas CoopMAC is used in
the infrastructure mode, and it improves the
overallsystem throughput by choosing the best relay
station to realize high rate two-hop transmissions.
Both rDCF and CoopMAC are not
compatibilitywith IEEE 802.11 standards but
achieves only cooperative diversity gain.

Chou et al [15] presented one more MAC protocol
in distributed manner to provide cooperative
communication. The proposed protocol uses three
way handshaking method with relay collision
avoidance technique.Wang et al [16] presented a
distributed cooperative MAC protocol based on
IEEE 802.11 DCF mode for multi-hop wireless
networks. Each station before sending a Ready to
Help packet sends a busy tone followed by random
backoff period. If no collision occurs between the
stations the sender transmits data to the
destination.In IEEE 802.11 wireless network the
bandwidth limited resource and throughput is
considered to be the most critical parameter in
MAC protocol design. There are many performance
studies on IEEE 802.11 standards. The Markov
channel model presented by Binachi to calculate the
saturation throughput with infinite retransmissions
and on ideal conditions [17-18].Ziouva et al [19],
Xiao [20], and Ergen et al [21] extend the Binachi
model to suspend backoff counter suspension
during busy wireless transmission medium. Wu et al
[22] extends Binachi’s model by specifying
maximum no of retransmissions.Also, the
throughput analysis in imperfect channel conditions
are evaluated by [23].The backoff window size is
introduced to analyse performance of the IEEE

802.11 taking into considerations single hop
transmission [24].

The delay is also an important metric in effective
Cooperative MAC protocol design in IEEE 802.11
WLAN for asynchronous data service as well as
time bound multimedia applications. The extensive
research is carried out for delay analysis [25].  The
above research uses ideal conditions, single hop
transmission but does not consider the multi-rate
capabilities of IEEE 802.11 standards.Another
important metric for WLAN is energy efficiency.
The extensive research is carried out for energy
efficiency, in [26], which tells about different
metrics to improve the energy efficiency in IEEE
802.11-based networks. All the above research
considers only single hop transmission but not
multi-rate capabilities.

There are many theories developed for optimizing
the performance of IEEE 802.11e standards with
different models. The Bianchi’s model [17] is
modified to analyse the Enhanced Distributed
Coordination Function (EDCF). The EDCF
isclassified into: backoff, IFS, and hybrid priority
schemes. The simulation results shows the
performance of EDCF [27].The IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n
are the IEEE 802.11 standards which provide
multiratetransmission capabilities. A new MAC
protocols were designed to achieve high
performance taking into account of all the above
features.The extensive research has been done to
design a MAC protocol, taking into consideration of
multi-rate capability provided by the IEEE 802.11
standards.

Kamerman et al [28] proposed Auto Rate Fallback
(ARF) protocol, which keeps on increasing data rate
transmission during the previous transmission
success and decreases when there is failure.Holland
et al [29], designed the Receiver Based Auto Rate
(RBAR), which proposes the measurement of
quality of channel as well as feedbacks it’s to the
sender. Qiao et al [30] proposed dynamic packet
fragmentation method based on link adaption for
performance improvement of IEEE 802.11a
WLANs.This sectionexplores the existing protocols
and techniques in detail.The comprehensive
analysis on existed protocols is discussed in Table
1.
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Protocol
No of Hop

Transmissions
Data Rate Type

Performance
metric

addressed
Remarks

Relay-based Adaptive Auto
Rate

Two Hop Dynamic &
Multiple

Transmission
Rate

Relay nodes are used

relay-enabled Point
Coordination Function
(rPCF)

Two Hop Multi-rate Transmission
Rate

AP decides and notifies the
node at which rates to apply

relay-enabled Distributed
Coordination Function
(rDCF)

two-hop Station Specific Transmission
Rate

Distributed manner. Applied in
Ad-Hoc mode

Cooperative MAC
(CoopMAC)

two-hop High rate Transmission
Rate

Distributed manner. Applied in
Infrastructure Mode

Cooperative MAC with
Automatic Relay Selection

Multiple
independent

Multi-rate Transmission
Rate

Three way handshaking is
used. Relay collision
avoidance

cooperative MAC protocol
for multi-hop wireless
networks

Multi-hop Multi-rate Transmission
Rate

every willing station sends
out a busy tone followed by a
random backoff period before
sending a
Ready-To-Help (RTH) packet.

Markov channel model Ideal Channel
Conditions

Not multi-rate,
Retransmissions

Bandwidth Four way handshaking, ideal
channel conditions
and infinite number of
retransmissions

extend the Bianchi’s
model

Single-hop Not multi-rate Bandwidth the backoff counter suspension
during a busy
wireless medium

Bianchi’s model through
incorporating the
maximum number of
retransmissions

Single-hop Not multi-rate Bandwidth throughput analysis in presence
of imperfect channel
conditions

Markov chain
Model for WLAN

Single-hop Not Multi-rate Bandwidth Finite traffic conditions

RSAD: a robust distributed
contention-based adaptive
mechanism

Single hop Not Multi-rate Bandwidth Improve system saturation
throughput in heavy
contention condition.

DCF Multi-hop Station Specific Delay Basic access mechanism, and
an optional, four-way
handshake scheme

PCF Multi-hop Multi-rate Delay The probability of a packet
being discarded when it
reaches the maximum
retransmission limit

multichannel wireless access
protocol

Multi-hop Multi-rate Energy Recovers erroneous data
packets through retransmission
is more energy efficient

BDSL-DCF Multi-hop Various Data rate Energy BDSL-DCF can outperform
DCF in terms of throughput
and energy efficiency at both
the access point and mobile
stations of a WLAN
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IV. Conclusions
Cooperative communication is evolved as an
effective technique for combating effects of path
loss, better throughput, and energy efficient and
higher transmission rates. This research paper,
presents protocols for cooperative communication
which enables and supports the cooperation among
network nodes by taking advantage of the control
message exchanges in the local network, to reap the
benefits of multiple antenna systems by sharing
single antennas. However, it is observed from the
above review that there is no protocol or methods or
techniques which addresses most of the issues for
all the network metrics. Which opens the scope
andpromote research in this field.
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